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Artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm has attracted much attention and has been applied to many scientific and engineering
applications in recent years. However, there are still some insufficiencies in ABC algorithm such as poor quality of initial solution,
slow convergence, premature, and low precision, which hamper the further development and application of ABC. In order to
further improve the performance of ABC, we first proposed a novel initialization method called search space division (SSD),
which provided high quality of initial solutions. And then, a disruptive selection strategy was used to improve population diversity.
Moreover, in order to accelerate convergence rate, we changed the definition of the scout bee phase. In addition, we designed two
types of experiments to testify our proposed algorithm. On the one hand, we conducted experiments to make sure how much
each modification makes contribution to improving the performance of ABC. On the other hand, comprehensive experiments
were performed to prove the superiority of our proposed algorithm. The experimental results indicate that SDABC significantly
outperforms other ABCs, contributing to higher solution accuracy, faster convergence speed, and stronger algorithm stability.

1. Introduction

Optimization problems exist extensively in information sci-
ence, control engineering, industrial design, operational
research, and so on. Therefore, optimization algorithms,
which are of great importance to engineering and scientific
research, have attracted more and more of the researchers’
attention and many achievements have been got. However,
conventional optimization algorithms fail to process prob-
lems characterized as nonconvex, nondifferentiable, discon-
tinuous, high dimensional, and so forth; swarm intelligence
algorithms that have some advantages, such as scalability,
fault tolerance, adaptation, speed, modularity, autonomy, and
parallelism [1], provide a promising way to solve the complex
optimization problems mentioned above. Some excellent
algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [2], particle
swarm optimization (PSO) [3], differential evolutionary (DE)

algorithm [4], ant colony optimization (ACO) [5], simulate
anneal arithmetic (SAA) [6], artificial bee colony (ABC) algo-
rithm [7], have been proposed and successful applications
have been made in many fields. Among them, by simulating
foraging behavior of honey bee swarm, ABC developed
by Karaboga is competitive to other swarm intelligence
algorithms [8]. As a result, it has beenwidely used inmultiob-
jective optimization, circuit design, SAR image segmentation,
flow shop scheduling, and related optimization problems [9–
11]. Nevertheless, as research on ABC is at the primary phase,
many problems such as poor quality of initial solutions,
slow convergence, premature, and low precision are still
hampering the development and application of ABC.

To overcome the above mentioned shortages, researchers
have presented many kinds of ABC variants. Zhu and Kwong
[12] proposed a gbest-guided ABC (GABC) algorithm by
incorporating the information of global best (gbest) solution
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into the solution search equation to improve the exploita-
tion. Kang et al. [13] proposed a memetic algorithm which
combined Hooke-Jeeves pattern search with artificial bee
colony algorithm. Alatas [14] introduced the chaotic maps
into the initialization and chaotic search into the scout bee
phase to improve the convergence characteristics and to
prevent the ABC to get stuck on local solutions. Gao and
Liu [15] proposed a modified ABC by using a modified
solution search equation and new initial method. Akay
and Karaboga [1] proposed a modified ABC algorithm by
controlling the frequency of perturbation and introducing
the ratio of the variance operator into search equation.
Mohammed [16] proposed a generalized opposition-based
ABC by introducing the concept of generalized opposition-
based learning through the initialization step and generation
jumping. Luo et al. [17] used segmental-search strategy to
make sure of fast convergence and to avoid trapping into local
optimum. More extensive review of ABC can be seen in
[18, 19].

According to the literatures mentioned above, the ABC
variants have achieved a better performance, but some
shortcomings of slow convergence and premature and low
precision have not been solved yet. We note that to improve
the performance of ABC, researchers mainly focus on search
strategy research, but other important factors affecting per-
formance, such as initialization method, selective strategy,
and fitness value, are insufficient.

In order to further improve the performance of ABC, we
proposed a modified artificial bee colony algorithm based
on search space division and disruptive selection strategy
(SDABC). In SDABC, first of all, a new initialization method
called search space division, which steadily provided high
quality of initial solutions, was presented. Note that con-
vergence speed, final solution accuracy, and stability were
improved by using search space division. It is well known
that greedy strategy used in ABC is useful because it is quick
to think up and often gives good approximations to the
optimum. However, greedy strategy mostly (but not always)
fails to find the globally optimal solution, because it usually
does not operate exhaustively on all the data. It can make
commitments to certain choices too early which prevent it
from finding the best overall solution later. And thus, in
this paper, we introduced the disruptive selection strategy
to increase the diversity of population. Moreover, in order
to accelerate convergence speed, a new search equation was
presented in the scout bee phase. In addition, our proposed
algorithm was evaluated on fourteen standard benchmark
functions which had ever been applied to verify optimization
methods in continuous optimization problems. The simu-
lation results show that SDABC significantly outperforms
other ABCs, contributing to higher solution accuracy, faster
convergence speed, and stronger algorithm stability.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
we make a brief review of standard ABC. Section 3 pro-
vides detailed descriptions of our proposed algorithm. Sub-
sequently, some experiments are conducted to verify the
performance of SDABC in Section 4. This is followed by
conclusion and future research directions in Section 5.

2. Standard Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm

The ABC algorithm which was originally introduced by
Karaboga is a recently proposed optimization algorithm
inspired by simulating the foraging behavior of a honey bee
swarm [1]. In the minimal model, a colony of artificial bees
consists of three kinds of bees [7, 8]: employed bees, onlooker
bees, and scout bees. Both of the number of employed bees
and onlooker bees are equal to half of the bee colony. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between each employed bee
and every food source. Employed bees are responsible for
searching food sources, gathering information, and sharing
food information with onlooker bees around the hive. The
employed bee whose food source has been exhausted by the
bees becomes a scout. Scout bee, just as its name implies,
could have the fast discovery of the group of feasible solutions
as a task. In the ABC algorithm, the position of a food
source represents a possible solution to the optimization
problem and the nectar amount of a food source corresponds
to the quality (fitness) of the associated solution. The ABC
algorithm can be concluded into four phases: initialization
phase, employed bee phase, onlooker bee phase, and scout
bee phase, as described below.

(1) Initialization Phase. To begin with, a population of 𝑆𝑁
individuals is generated randomly. Each initial food source
𝑋
𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐹𝑁) as a 𝐷-dimensional vector is produced

by (1), where 𝐹𝑁 denotes food source, namely, solution

𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= lb
𝑗
+ rand (0, 1) (ub𝑗 − lb𝑗) , (1)

where 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐹𝑁, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝐷, and 𝐷 is the number
of optimization parameters; ub

𝑗
and lb

𝑗
are the upper and

lower bounds for the dimension 𝑗, respectively. And then,
each solution is evaluated by

fitness
𝑖
=
{

{

{

1

(1 + 𝑓
𝑖
)
, 𝑓
𝑖
≥ 0

1 +
𝑓𝑖
 , 𝑓𝑖 < 0,

(2)

where fitness
𝑖
denotes fitness value of solution 𝑖 and 𝑓

𝑖

represents cost function of solution 𝑖.
After the initialization, solutions repeat processes of

employed bee phase, onlooker bee phase, and scout bee phase
until stop conditions are satisfied.

(2) Employed Bee Phase. At this phase, each employed bee
produces a new food source (solution) in the neighborhood
of the previous selected solution.Theposition of the new food
source is calculated by

V
𝑖𝑗
= 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
+ 𝜙
𝑖𝑗
(𝑥
𝑖𝑗
− 𝑥
𝑘𝑗
) , (3)

where 𝑗 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐷} and 𝑘 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 𝐹𝑁} are randomly
chosen indexes and 𝑘 has to be different from 𝑖 and V

𝑖𝑗
is a

new solution and 𝜙
𝑖𝑗
is a random number between [−1, 1].

After that, fitness value of the new food source is evalu-
ated, and compares with that of the old food source 𝑋

𝑖
. The

old food source will be replaced by the new one if the new
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Begin
Step 1. population initialization based on (1).
Step 2. Calculate fitness value by (2).
Step 3. cycle = 1
Step 4. Repeat
Step 5. Update the position of the employed bee by (3).
Step 6. A greedy selection strategy is applied to select the better food source.
Step 7. Calculate probability value by (4).
Step 8. Update the position of the onlooker bee by (3).
Step 9. A greedy selection strategy is applied to select the better food source.
Step 10. Determine the abandoned position, and generate a new position by (1).
Step 11.Memorize the best food source achieved till now. cycle = cycle + 1
Step 12. Until (cycle = maximum cycle number)

End.

Algorithm 1: Standard artificial bee colony algorithm.

one has a better fitness value. Otherwise, the old one will be
stored.

(3) Onlooker Bee Phase. When all employed bees have
finished their searching process, they share positions and
fitness information of the food sources with onlooker bees,
each of which selects a food source depending on probability
𝑝
𝑖
calculated by (4). After an onlooker bee chooses a food

source with a probability, a new food source is generated and
fitness value is calculated. Subsequently, a greedy selection is
applied between the selected food source and the old one:

𝑝
𝑖
=

fitness
𝑖

(∑
𝐹𝑁

𝑗=1
fitness

𝑗
)

. (4)

(4) Scout Bee Phase. If the fitness value of a food source
does not improve for a certain number of cycles, the food
source will be abandoned and the corresponding employed
bee becomes a scout bee. Then, the scout bee produces a
new position randomly as in (1) to replace the position of
abandoned food source.

On the basis of the above analysis, the pseudocode of
standard artificial bee colony algorithm is simply described
in Algorithm 1.

3. Our Proposed Algorithm: SDABC

Attracted by the prospect and potential of theABCalgorithm,
researchers have focused on its variants. However, there
are still some problems which need to be solved. In this
section, to further improve its performance, we introduce
the modified artificial bee colony from three aspects, namely,
population initialization based on search space division, dis-
ruptive selection strategy, and the improved scout bee phase.
The detailed descriptions are as follows.

3.1. Population Initialization Based on Search Space Division.
An initialization method capable of providing a better explo-
ration of the search-space and presenting only high-quality

solutions should improve the performance of a metaheuristic
algorithm [20]. Specifically, population initialization influ-
ences convergence speed, final solution accuracy, and sta-
bility. Generally speaking, in absence of a prior knowledge
about the solution, the random initialization is the most
commonly used way to produce initial population. However,
because of its randomness, it is impossible for random
initialization to get high quality of initial solution steadily.
That is to say, once in a while, an initial solution produced by
random initialization close to optimal solution could result
in a fast convergence. Otherwise, it will take considerably
more time. Logically, we should be looking in all directions
simultaneously [21], in other words, initial solutions should
be distributed evenly across the whole search space.

Accordingly, we proposed a novel initialization algorithm
called search space division (SSD). In order to make it easy to
understand, we take one-dimensional space as an example, as
shown in Figure 1. The basic ideal of SSD is given as follows:
to begin with, SSD divides the search space into𝐹𝑁 segments
(e.g., 𝐹𝑁 = 4). There is one and only one initial solution
in every segment (searching subspace), which makes sure
initial solutions should be distributed relatively evenly across
the whole search space. After that, SSD uses each midpoint
in searching subspace as a base point, and initial solutions
are random bias from base points which can move from left
or right for up to half the length of segment. Here, random
numbers generated in a limited scope are used to produce
different initial solutions at each run, which make a chance
for algorithm to succeed in the next run while it failed in
the previous run. It is necessary to emphasize that SSD can
easily work on the high dimensions. Based on the research
described above, themain steps of SSD can be summarized as
in Figure 1.

Let 𝑥
𝑖𝑗
∈ [𝑥min 𝑖𝑗, 𝑥max 𝑖𝑗] be a real number, which is the

𝑗th dimension of 𝑖th solution. Where 𝑖 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 𝐹𝑁] (𝐹𝑁
denotes the number of initial solutions) and 𝑗 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 𝐷]
(𝐷 represents the number of parameters), 𝑥max 𝑖𝑗 and 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗
are the upper and lower bounds for the 𝑗th dimension of 𝑖th
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Search space

Searching subspace

Base point Base point Base point Base point

Random bias Random bias

Left Right

Searching subspace Searching subspace Searching subspace

Figure 1: Initial solutions produced by SSD for 𝐹𝑁 = 4.

Begin
Step 1. Set the number of employed bees FN and the number of parameters𝐷

Step 2. for 𝑖 = 1 to FN then do
Step 3. for 𝑗 = 1 to𝐷 then do

𝑥center𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗 + (2𝑖 − 1)
(𝑥max 𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗)

2FN
𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= 𝑥center𝑖𝑗 + rand(−1, 1) ×

(𝑥max 𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗)

2FN
Step 4. end for
Step 5. end for

End.

Algorithm 2: Population initialization based on search space division.

solution, respectively. Then, base points are generated by (5),
and initial solutions are produced by using (6)

𝑥center𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗 + (2𝑖 − 1)
(𝑥max 𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗)

2𝐹𝑁
, (5)

where 𝑥center𝑖𝑗 is the base point corresponding to the 𝑗th
dimension of 𝑖th solution

𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= 𝑥center𝑖𝑗 + rand (−1, 1) ×

(𝑥max 𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥min 𝑖𝑗)

2𝐹𝑁
. (6)

Through the above analysis, we use SSD instead of pure
random initialization to produce initial solutions, and its
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 2.

3.2. Disruptive Selection Strategy. Fitness value is of crucial
importance to the ABC algorithm because it is the sole
criterion of nectar amount. In the ABC algorithm, fitness
value is generated by (2). As described in [22], there is a vital
problemwhich needs to be solved. For example, when finding
the minimum value, (2) is used to evaluate function value.
However, when the function value is very close to zero, for
example, 1𝐸 − 20, fitness value calculated by (2) is rounded
up to be 1 (1𝐸 − 20 is ignored). Subsequently, the fitness of
all solutions will be equal to 1 in later iterations. That is to

say, a new solution that gives a better fitness value than the
old solution will be ignored and the solution will stagnate
at the old solution [22]. In order to solve this problem,
literature [22] directly used the objective value of function
for comparison and selection of the better solution. To some
extent, the issue has been solved by the above amendment,
but it has raised a new problem: onlooker bees lose search
direction, which results in falling into local optimum. As the
number of the iterations increases, difference of the objective
function value becomes smaller and smaller, which requires
fitness value to have a sensitive response to the slight change.
Otherwise, onlooker bees cannot select appropriate food
sources. Through the above analysis, we proposed a new
equation to calculate the fitness value, which is given as
follows:

fitness
𝑖
=
{

{

{

1

𝑓
𝑖

, 𝑓
𝑖
> 0

𝑓𝑖
 , 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 0,

(7)

where 𝑓
𝑖
is the objective value of function and fitness

𝑖
is the

fitness value.
After that, greedy selection strategy is applied to select

food source. However, as is known to all, greedy selection
strategy often falls into locally optimal solution, which results
from lack of population diversity. In order to solve this issue,
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Table 1: Benchmark functions.

Name Function Search space Minimum

Sphere 𝑓
1
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥
2

𝑖
[−100, 100]𝐷 0

SumSquare 𝑓
2
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑖𝑥
𝑖

2
[−10, 10]𝐷 0

Rosenbrock 𝑓
3
(𝑋) =

𝐷−1

∑

𝑖=1

[100(𝑥
𝑖+1
− 𝑥
𝑖

2
)
2

+ (𝑥
𝑖
− 1)
2

] [−2.048, 2.048]𝐷 0

Schwefel2.21 𝑓
4
(𝑋) =

𝐷max
𝑖=1

{
𝑥𝑖
 , 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐷} [−100, 100]𝐷 0

Schwefel2.22 𝑓
5
(𝑥) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖
 +

𝐷

∏

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖
 [−10, 10]𝐷 0

Step 𝑓
6
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 + 0.5


2

[−100, 100]𝐷 0

SumPower 𝑓
7
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖


(𝑖+1)

[−1, 1]𝐷 0

Exponential 𝑓
8
(𝑋) =



exp(0.5 ∗
𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖
) − 1



[−1.28, 1.28]𝐷 0

Rotated 𝑓
9
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑖

∑

𝑗=1

𝑥
𝑗

2
[−65.536, 65.536]𝐷 0

Griewank 𝑓
10
(𝑋) =

1

4000

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖

2
−

𝐷

∏

𝑖=1

cos(
𝑥
𝑖

√𝑖
) + 1 [−600, 600]𝐷 0

Schwefel 𝑓
11
(𝑋) = 418.982887 ∗ 𝐷 −

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑥
𝑖
sin(√𝑥𝑖

)) [−500, 500]𝐷 0

Ackley 𝑓
12
(𝑋) = −20 exp(−0.2√ 1

𝐷

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

𝑥
𝑖

2
) − exp( 1

𝐷

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

cos (2𝜋𝑥
𝑖
)) + 20 + 𝑒 [−32.768, 32.768]𝐷 0

Rastrigin 𝑓
13
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

(𝑥
2

𝑖
− 10 cos (2𝜋𝑥

𝑖
) + 10) [−5.12, 5.12]𝐷 0

Weierstrass 𝑓
14
(𝑋) =

𝐷

∑

𝑖=1

(

20

∑

𝑘=0

[𝑎
𝑘 cos (2𝜋𝑏𝑘 (𝑥

𝑖
+ 0.5))]) − 𝐷

20

∑

𝑘=0

[𝑎
𝑘 cos (2𝜋𝑏𝑘0.5)]

𝑎 = 0.5, 𝑏 = 3

[−0.5, 0.5]𝐷 0

we introduced the disruptive selection strategy to maintain
population diversity. The disruptive selection strategy gives
more chances for higher and lower individuals to be selected
by changing the definition of the fitness function as in (8) and
(9) [23]

fit
𝑖
=

fitness

𝑖
− fitness

𝑎


, (8)

𝑝
𝑖
=

fit
𝑖

∑
𝐹𝑁

𝑛=1
fit
𝑛

, (9)

where fitness
𝑎
is the average value of the fitness value fitness

𝑖

of the individuals in the population. Based on the above
amendments, the main steps of disruptive selection strategy
are shown in Algorithm 3.

3.3. Improved Scout Bee Phase. When an employed bee
becomes a scout bee, (1) is used to randomly generate a
new position. Because of its randomness, the new position
produced by (1) is more likely to be far away from global opti-
mum or locates in the search area which has been explored.

Begin
% Change the definition of the fitness function
If 𝑓
𝑖
> 0 then do
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑖
=
1

𝑓
𝑖

;

Else do
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑖
=
𝑓𝑖
;

End if
𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑖
=

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑖
− 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠

𝑎


;

% Calculate probability

𝑝
𝑖
=
𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑖

∑
FN
𝑛=1
𝑓𝑖𝑡
𝑛

;

End.

Algorithm 3: Disruptive selection strategy.

The guidance of the best solution will rapidly accelerate
convergence speed, which has been proved in literature [12].
It means that the scout bee has yet to take advantage of
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Begin
{--Population initialization--}

Step 1. Set population size CS, the number of food sources FN, the non-improvement number of food source 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡,
the number of maximum iterations max𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒, and the number of parameters𝐷.

Step 2. Generate initial solutions using population initialization based on SSD as in (5) and (6), and calculate their fitness
values by (7) and (8).

Step 3. cycle = 1
Step 4. While cycle ≤ max𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 do

{--Employed bee phase--}
For 𝑖 = 1 : FN do

Update the position of the employed bee based on (3).
Check whether it is out of boundaries or not.
Calculate fitness value by (7) and (8).
A greedy selection strategy is applied to select the better food source.
A food source doesn’t improve 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) = 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) + 1, otherwise 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) = 0 where 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) represents
the number of the 𝑖th trial.

End for
{--Onlooker bee phase--}

Step 5. Calculate 𝑝
𝑖
based on (9), and initialize 𝑡 = 0, 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 0.

While 𝑡 < FN then do
If random < 𝑝

𝑖
then do

Update the position of the onlooker bee by (3).
Check whether it is out of boundaries or not.
Calculate fitness value by (7) and (8).
A greedy selection strategy is applied to select the better food source.
A food source doesn’t improve 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) = 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) + 1, otherwise 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑖) = 0.

End if
End while (𝑡 = FN)

{--Scout bee phase--}
Step 6. if max(𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙) > 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 then do

Generate a new food source for the scout bee by (10).
End if

Step 7. Memorize optimal solution achieved till now. cycle = cycle + 1;
Step 8. End while (cycle = max𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒)

End.

Algorithm 4: SDABC.

the information from the optimal solution achieved so far.
Moreover, it is a hard work to determine limit value because
we are facing a big dilemma: setting the value of limit that is
too large results in poor population diversity, and the value of
limit that is too small renders slow convergence. As a matter
of fact, the sole purpose of a scout bee is to maintain the pop-
ulation diversity, which can be replaced by other strategies.
As a result, in this paper, we adopted the disruptive selection
strategy to keep population diversity. In addition, for the
purpose of accelerating convergence speed, we assigned a
new task to the scout bee, and that is to further exploit
the promising position.Therefore, a new equation generating
the new position for scout bee is given as follows:

𝑥
𝑖𝑗
= 𝑥best,𝑗 + rand (−1, 1) (𝑥best,𝑗 − 𝑥abandon,𝑗) , (10)

where 𝑗 ∈ [1, 2, . . . , 𝐷], 𝑥best is the best solution achieved till
now, and 𝑥abandon is the solution abandoned by employed bee.
Through the above operations, the main steps of SDABC can
be simply presented in Algorithm 4.

4. Simulation Experiments

In this section, a series of experiments were conducted to
certify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm SDABC
in standard benchmark functions. Well-defined benchmark
functions which are based onmathematical functions benefit
the testing of our proposed algorithm in this paper. As a
result, we selected fourteen benchmark functions to fulfill
such experiments. The formulations and properties of these
benchmark functions were summarized in Table 1. Specifi-
cally,𝑓

1
∼ 𝑓
9
are unimodal functions and𝑓

10
∼ 𝑓
14
aremulti-

modal functions. Hereinto,𝑓
6
is discontinuous step function,

𝑓
11

is bound-constrained function, and 𝑓
3
is a nonconvex

function with multiple minima in high dimension case.
It is necessary to emphasize that all the experiments

were implemented in the same hardware and software envi-
ronment. Specifically, computer’s hardware configuration is
given as follows: an Intel Core 2 Duo processor running
at 2.20GHz, 512M of RAM, and an 80G hard driver. The
operating system is Microsoft Windows sp3. Our execution
was compiled by the default setting of Matlab R2010a.
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Figure 2: Continued.
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Figure 2: Convergence process of convergence process of the best solution values over 100 runs.

4.1. Effects of EachModification on the Performance of SDABC.
In this section, we conducted two types of experiments to
analyze each modification, respectively. On the one hand,
in order to further certify the superiority of our proposed
initialization algorithm, we compared SSD with other ini-
tialization algorithms including opposition-based learning
(OBL for short) proposed in [21] and random initialization
(RI for short). For more clarity, we called the original ABC
with our proposed population initialization algorithm (i.e.,
replacing RI in the original ABC with SSD) as ABC-ssd and
the original ABC with OBL as ABC-obl. Note that ABC
utilizes RI to generate initial population. In the experiments,
the population size was set to be 20, the maximum number
of cycles was set to be 600, and the value of limit was set to
be 150. And then, we compared the convergence performance
and final solution accuracy of different initializationmethods
on a set of six benchmark functions including three unimodal
functions and three multimodal functions with 𝐷 = 10, 60,
and 100, respectively. For all functions, each algorithm was
performed 100 independent runs. The results were shown
in Table 2 in terms of mean and standard deviation (Std for
short) of solutions obtained by each algorithm. Moreover,
the best and the second best solutions were marked in bold
and a two-tailed t-test at a 0.05 level of significance was
used. Note that the value “+” denotes our proposed algorithm
significantly better than other algorithms. It can be observed
that ABC-ssd has higher solution accuracy on all functions.

In addition, convergence process of the best solution
values over 100 runs on six functions is presented in Figure 2.
Hereinto, 𝑋1, 𝑋2, and 𝑋3 denote the best initial solutions
generated by SSD, OBL, and RI, respectively. Moreover, some
partial enlarged drawings are also provided in Figure 2 to
see howmuch the different population initializationmethods
make contribution to improving quality of initial solutions.
It can be seen clearly that SSD provides the highest quality
of initial solution 𝑋1. For the six benchmark functions with
𝐷 = 30, 60 and 100, SSD is significantly superior to OBL
andRI during thewhole progress of finding globalminimum.
There is a tendency that themore the number of optimization
parameters is, the more obvious the superiority of SSD
shows. Eventually, OBL performs the second best at finding
global minimum. Specifically, for unimodal functions, OBL
is somewhat superior to RI in terms of initial solution
and convergence performance. However, for multimodal
functions, the advantages may disappear.

On the other hand, because of correlative dependence,
we combined disruptive selection strategy and the improved
scout bee to investigate their effects on SDABC in terms of
population diversity and convergence performance. To begin
with, population diversity is defined as follows [24]:

𝐷 (𝑋) =
1

𝐷

∑
𝐷

𝑖=1


𝑋
𝑖
− 𝑋


max
1≤𝑖,𝑗≤𝐷


𝑋
𝑖
− 𝑋
𝑗



, (11)
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Table 2: Mean and Std deviation of solutions obtained by the original ABC with different initialization algorithms.

Function 𝐷
ABC ABC-obl ABC-ssd Significant

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Sphere
10 5.24𝑒 − 16 3.12𝑒 − 16 4.41e − 16 3.06e − 16 2.20e − 16 1.01e − 16 +
60 30.25 6.77 0.93 0.44 8.09e − 2 7.31e − 2 +
100 2.98 + 3 4.86𝑒 + 2 3.70e + 2 2.45e + 1 2.63e + 1 3.44 +

SumSquare
10 6.33𝑒 − 16 2.61𝑒 − 16 3.00e − 16 2.07e − 16 2.24e − 16 1.85e − 16 +
60 9.67 3.48 6.01 2.38 3.04e − 1 2.76e − 1 +
100 2.68𝑒 + 3 4.09𝑒 + 2 2.51e + 2 9.16e + 1 3.09 1.15 +

Rosenbrock
10 6.06 3.85 3.92 2.78 5.62e − 1 8.11e − 2 +
60 3.18𝑒 + 2 1.09𝑒 + 2 1.72e + 2 8.45e + 1 2.85e − 1 7.71e − 2 +
100 8.92𝑒 + 2 3.84𝑒 + 2 4.73e + 2 2.66e + 2 1.06e + 2 4.97e + 1 +

Griewank
10 2.81𝑒 − 1 1.39𝑒 − 1 4.47e − 2 3.74e − 2 2.23e − 2 2.45e − 2 +
60 3.24 2.37 1.83 1.44 5.02e − 1 3.80e − 1 +
100 6.62e + 1 2.58e + 1 7.99𝑒 + 1 3.01𝑒 + 1 2.84 1.22 +

Schwefel
10 1.18e + 2 3.12e − 2 1.18𝑒 + 2 4.63𝑒 − 2 4.46e − 3 6.69e − 3 +
60 5.96e + 3 5.44e + 2 6.46𝑒 + 3 1.05𝑒 + 3 4.92e + 2 4.09e + 1 +
100 1.23e + 4 2.08e + 2 1.84𝑒 + 4 3.47𝑒 + 2 4.04e + 3 8.99e + 1 +

Ackley
10 8.44𝑒 − 8 5.38𝑒 − 8 2.81e − 9 9.40e − 9 1.03e − 11 4.92e − 11 +
60 4.50 4.55 5.82 3.46 1.65 8.08e − 1 +
100 2.86𝑒 + 1 8.98 2.43e + 1 8.66 3.42 1.01 +

where 𝐷 is the number of optimization parameters and 𝑋 is
the average point which is defined as follows:

𝑋 =
1

𝐷
∑

1≤𝑖≤𝐷

𝑋
𝑖
. (12)

A comparison was conducted between ABC and the
standard ABC algorithm with both the disruptive selection
strategy and the improved scout bee (DSS for short) on the
above six benchmark functions with 𝐷 = 30. The number of
population size was set to be 20 and themaximumnumber of
cycles was set to be 1000. Note that the value of limitwas set to
be 150 (0.5 × 𝐹𝑁×𝐷) for ABC [25] and 20 for DSS. Because
of changing the definition of the scout bee, we obtained the
value of limit through testing again and again several times.
For all functions, each algorithmwas performed 100 indepen-
dent runs. The convergence performance of different ABCs
and their corresponding population diversity are presented in
Figure 3. It can be observed that both the population diversity
of ABC andDSS are almost the same as each other in the early
stage, this is because the same initializationmethod is applied
to obtain initial solutions. It means that they start with almost
the same diversity towards global optimum. However, with
the increasing iteration times, DSS shows higher population
diversity and better convergence performance than that of
ABC. For Rosenbrock function, we note that ABC has a fast
convergence initially towards the known local optimum. As
the procedure proceeds, ABC falls into the local minimum,
while DSS gets closer and closer to the minimum. In a word,
the better results are obtained by the combined effects of
disruptive selection strategy and the improved scout bee.

4.2. Comparison between ABC and SDABC. In this section,
a set of experiments were conducted to testify the efficiency
of our proposed algorithm on 14 benchmark functions with
𝐷 = 30 and 100; as presented in Table 1, the experiment
results were compared with those of ABC. To allow a fair
comparison, all the experiments were performed using the
following parameter settings: population size was set to be 20;
namely,𝐹𝑁 = 10, and themaximumnumber of cycles was set
to be 3000. It is necessary to emphasize that the value of limit
was set to be 200 for ABC and 20 for SDABC, and the reason
has been shown in the previous section. For all functions,
the algorithms carry out 50 independent runs. For more
clarity, the best solutions were marked in bold. The results
are shown in Table 3 in terms of the best, worst, mean, and
standard deviation of solutions obtained by each algorithm
over 50 independent runs. In Table 3, “Std” and “AT” denote
the standard deviation of solutions and the average elapsed
time, respectively. It can be observed that SDABC has higher
accuracy on all the functions thanABC. In particular, SDABC
can find optimum solutions on functions 𝑓

6
, 𝑓
8
, 𝑓
10
, 𝑓
13
,

and 𝑓
14

with 𝐷 = 30. Moreover, the average elapsed time
of SDABC on almost all functions is less than that of ABC
except functions 𝑓

3
with 𝐷 = 100, 𝑓

8
and 𝑓

10
with 𝐷 =

30 and 100. However, the superiority of ABC to SDABC is
not significantly obvious in terms of the computational time.
In other words, SDABC has higher convergence rate and
accuracy.

In addition, the statistical comparison of SDABC with
ABC uses a two-tailed 𝑡-test at a 0.05 level of significance.
Note that value “+” in 9th column in Table 3 represents that
our proposed algorithm performs significantly better than
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Table 3: Best, worst, mean, Std, and AT deviation of solutions obtained by ABC and SDABC through 50 independent runs on 14 functions.

Function 𝐷 Algorithm Best Worst Mean Std AT(s) Significant

𝑓
1

30 ABC 7.77𝑒 − 16 1.06𝑒 − 15 9.23𝑒 − 16 1.06𝑒 − 16 7.47 +
SDABC 4.71e − 42 9.69e − 39 3.45e − 39 3.93e − 39 7.29

100 ABC 2.12𝑒 − 7 1.59𝑒 − 5 5.98𝑒 − 6 9.32𝑒 − 6 7.66 +
SDABC 2.77e − 10 6.84e − 9 2.54e − 9 2.65e − 9 7.62

𝑓
2

30 ABC 6.84𝑒 − 16 9.67𝑒 − 16 7.70𝑒 − 16 1.12𝑒 − 16 9.05 +
SDABC 3.10e − 44 3.42e − 42 1.43e − 42 1.82e − 42 7.29

100 ABC 3.95𝑒 − 8 5.42𝑒 − 7 2.65𝑒 − 7 2.10𝑒 − 7 12.65 +
SDABC 1.17e − 11 7.74e − 11 2.80e − 11 2.79e − 11 7.52

𝑓
3

30 ABC 4.01 20.32 9.85 7.04 8.49 +
SDABC 4.96e − 7 6.35e − 5 2.10e − 5 2.48e − 5 8.35

100 ABC 1.53𝑒 + 2 2.51𝑒 + 2 2.03𝑒 + 2 3.47𝑒 + 1 8.55 +
SDABC 4.74e − 2 1.05e − 1 6.81e − 2 2.37e − 2 8.57

𝑓
4

30 ABC 6.63 1.55𝑒 + 1 1.13𝑒 + 1 3.74 10.02 +
SDABC 0.38 1.32 0.70 0.37 7.18

100 ABC 8.27𝑒 + 1 9.01𝑒 + 1 8.73𝑒 + 1 3.00 8.24 +
SDABC 1.05e + 1 1.40e + 1 1.18e + 1 1.31 8.19

𝑓
5

30 ABC 1.32𝑒 − 15 1.87𝑒 − 15 1.52𝑒 − 15 2.20𝑒 − 16 11.66 +
SDABC 3.21e − 22 2.74e − 21 1.37e − 21 1.20e − 21 11.46

100 ABC 3.35𝑒 − 4 8.56𝑒 − 4 4.16𝑒 − 4 2.21𝑒 − 4 16.24 +
SDABC 7.30e − 7 1.84e − 6 1.10e − 6 4.33e − 7 16.11

𝑓
6

30 ABC 5.47𝑒 − 16 7.23𝑒 − 16 6.74𝑒 − 16 7.34𝑒 − 17 8.32 +
SDABC 0 0 0 0 8.27

100 ABC 2.35𝑒 − 7 1.20𝑒 − 6 5.74𝑒 − 7 4.51𝑒 − 7 8.74 +
SDABC 2.60e − 10 1.05e − 9 6.49e − 10 3.01e − 10 8.59

𝑓
7

30 ABC 4.34𝑒 − 17 1.06𝑒 − 16 7.06𝑒 − 17 2.52𝑒 − 17 12.13 +
SDABC 6.11e − 86 1.69e − 78 3.39e − 79 7.58e − 79 12.09

100 ABC 2.59𝑒 − 12 8.27𝑒 − 10 1.95𝑒 − 10 3.56𝑒 − 10 22.23 +
SDABC 8.67e − 26 9.11e − 20 1.82e − 20 4.07e − 20 22.14

𝑓
8

30 ABC 1.79𝑒 − 8 1.39𝑒 − 6 6.38𝑒 − 7 5.51𝑒 − 7 8.16 +
SDABC 0 0 0 0 8.21

100 ABC 1.65𝑒 − 7 2.10𝑒 − 6 1.16𝑒 − 6 7.39𝑒 − 7 8.37 +
SDABC 0 1.11e − 17 8.88e − 18 4.96e − 18 8.43

𝑓
9

30 ABC 6.99𝑒 − 16 7.49𝑒 − 16 7.31𝑒 − 16 2.05𝑒 − 17 34.88 +
SDABC 7.34e − 42 3.67e − 39 8.95e − 40 1.56e − 39 34.82

100 ABC 2.72𝑒 − 7 1.52𝑒 − 6 9.38𝑒 − 7 6.28𝑒 − 7 56.84 +
SDABC 3.15e − 14 4.26e − 12 1.43e − 12 2.18e − 12 54.21

𝑓
10

30 ABC 9.99𝑒 − 16 1.73𝑒 − 2 4.19𝑒 − 3 7.51𝑒 − 3 13.97 +
SDABC 0 0 0 0 14.01

100 ABC 1.26𝑒 − 7 1.78𝑒 − 2 2.62𝑒 − 3 9.93𝑒 − 3 14.91 +
SDABC 1.37e − 9 4.95e − 5 9.94e − 6 2.21e − 5 14.96

𝑓
11

30 ABC 3.82𝑒 − 4 1.90𝑒 + 2 6.17𝑒 + 1 8.82𝑒 + 1 8.90 +
SDABC 3.81e − 4 3.81e − 4 3.81e − 4 8.15e − 13 8.86

100 ABC 2.23𝑒 + 3 3.81𝑒 + 3 2.88𝑒 + 3 5.96𝑒 + 2 10.12 +
SDABC 1.34e − 3 118.45 24.25 17.64 10.06

𝑓
12

30 ABC 8.35𝑒 − 14 7.41𝑒 − 13 5.99𝑒 − 13 3.89𝑒 − 14 9.51 +
SDABC 5.06e − 15 8.61e − 14 3.62e − 14 1.54e − 15 9.42

100 ABC 4.98𝑒 − 4 2.03𝑒 − 3 1.22𝑒 − 3 7.05𝑒 − 4 10.25 +
SDABC 2.10e − 5 7.04e − 5 3.66e − 5 2.01e − 5 10.21

𝑓
13

30 ABC 5.68𝑒 − 14 2.05𝑒 − 4 6.85𝑒 − 5 1.18𝑒 − 4 7.78 +
SDABC 0 0 0 0 7.65

100 ABC 7.19 13.16 9.52 2.42 9.23 +
SDABC 3.60 7.27 5.65 1.37 9.08

𝑓
14

30 ABC 1.32𝑒 − 8 1.76𝑒 − 8 1.55𝑒 − 8 1.63𝑒 − 9 41.86 +
SDABC 0 0 0 0 41.60

100 ABC 2.12𝑒 − 7 3.08𝑒 − 7 2.54𝑒 − 7 3.92𝑒 − 8 85.12 +
SDABC 4.65e − 8 6.47e − 8 5.57e − 8 7.25e − 9 84.35
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3: Population diversity and convergence performance of different ABCs on six benchmark functions.

ABC algorithm. It also indicates that SDABC outperforms
ABC.

4.3. Comparison with Other ABCs. In this section, in order
to further prove the superiority of our proposed algorithm,
we compared SDABCwith other state-of-the-art ABCswhich
are OABC [16], GABC [12], CABC [14], and OOABC [26]
on fourteen functions with 𝐷 = 30 presented in Table 1.
Given space limitations, this paper cannot fully explore all
functions with different dimensions. Population size was set
to be 20 and the maximum number of cycles was set to be
3000. The value of limit was set to be 20 for SDABC and
200 for other ABCs. Other parameter settings can be seen
in [12, 14, 16, 26]. In addition, we used a two-tailed 𝑡-test at
a 0.05 level of significance to compare the results obtained
by the best and the second best algorithms. For more clarity,
the best and the second best solutions were marked in bold.
Note that, the value “NA” denotes not applicable, when the
best and the second best algorithms achieve the same solution
accuracy.The results are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that
the performance of SDABC is significantly superior to that of
other ABCs on almost all functions except 𝑓

6
. In case of 𝑓

6
,

both OOABC and SDABC can find optimum solution, which
means that they can achieve the same solution accuracy.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

To further improve the performance of ABC, we first
proposed a novel initialization method called search space
division, which provided high quality of initial solution.
Subsequently, a disruptive selection strategy was used to
improve population diversity.Moreover, in order to accelerate
convergence rate, we changed the definition of the scout bee
phase. In addition, we designed two types of experiments
to testify our proposed algorithm. On the one hand, we
conducted single-factor experiments to make sure of how
much each modification makes contribution to improving
the performance of ABC. On the other hand, comprehensive
experiments were performed to prove the superiority of our
proposed algorithm. The experimental results indicate that
SDABC significantly outperforms other ABCs, contributing
to higher solution accuracy, faster convergence speed, and
stronger algorithm stability.

Our future work will focus on two issues. On the one
hand, we would apply SDABC to solve the real-world prob-
lems such as data mining, industrial design, and clustering.
On the other hand, we would extend SDABC to handle the
combinational optimization problems.
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Table 4: Mean and Std deviation of solutions obtained by SDABC and other ABCs through 50 independent runs on fourteen benchmark
functions.

Function OABC GABC CABC OOABC SDABC Significant
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

𝑓
1

8.53𝑒 − 16 4.65𝑒 − 16 6.73𝑒 − 16 2.01𝑒 − 16 3.55e − 16 1.64e − 16 5.27𝑒 − 16 2.46𝑒 − 16 1.03e − 39 2.90e − 39 +
𝑓
2

7.74𝑒 − 16 2.52𝑒 − 16 6.41𝑒 − 16 2.56𝑒 − 16 4.77𝑒 − 16 1.81𝑒 − 17 3.37e − 16 2.45e − 17 1.97e − 42 1.24e − 42 +
𝑓
3

7.88 4.92 26.32 5.97 24.65 8.92 4.34 2.07 2.96e − 5 3.36e − 5 +
𝑓
4

5.09 1.57 4.13 1.19 6.99 2.01 10.68 4.37 3.11e − 1 2.92e − 1 +
𝑓
5

1.40e − 15 2.00e − 16 1.92𝑒 − 15 3.44𝑒 − 16 1.08𝑒 − 13 1.22𝑒 − 13 2.38𝑒 − 14 1.09𝑒 − 14 8.63e − 22 3.00e − 23 +
𝑓
6

6.88𝑒 − 16 2.34𝑒 − 16 5.56𝑒 − 16 5.33𝑒 − 17 4.37𝑒 − 16 1.16𝑒 − 17 0 0 0 0 NA
𝑓
7

5.85𝑒 − 17 3.85𝑒 − 17 2.00e − 17 7.88e − 18 2.74𝑒 − 17 4.50𝑒 − 18 3.31𝑒 − 16 5.98𝑒 − 16 8.56e − 80 4.7e − 80 +
𝑓
8

1.14e − 7 1.37e − 7 5.83𝑒 − 6 5.26𝑒 − 6 1.32𝑒 − 5 1.80𝑒 − 5 4.56𝑒 − 6 6.67𝑒 − 6 0 0 +
𝑓
9

5.87𝑒 − 16 1.79𝑒 − 16 5.06𝑒 − 16 4.24𝑒 − 17 4.66e − 16 1.67e − 17 8.99𝑒 − 16 3.08𝑒 − 16 8.95e − 40 1.56e − 39 +
𝑓
10

4.42e − 7 7.65e − 7 1.13𝑒 − 2 1.92𝑒 − 2 3.39𝑒 − 2 3.26𝑒 − 2 9.17𝑒 − 3 4.23𝑒 − 3 0 0 +
𝑓
11

4.22e + 1 7.63e + 1 1.49𝑒 + 2 2.56𝑒 + 1 1.15𝑒 + 2 2.89𝑒 + 1 5.34e + 1 7.87e + 1 2.84e − 4 6.17e − 13 +
𝑓
12

7.86𝑒 − 14 5.07𝑒 − 15 4.67e − 14 4.42e − 15 5.72𝑒 − 14 4.19𝑒 − 15 6.61𝑒 − 14 3.32𝑒 − 15 3.02e − 14 1.63e − 15 +
𝑓
13

5.68e − 14 1.01e − 20 2.05𝑒 − 11 4.07𝑒 − 11 4.87e − 8 3.63e − 8 4.17𝑒 − 5 6.06𝑒 − 5 0 0 +
𝑓
14

2.23𝑒 − 8 5.96𝑒 − 9 2.10𝑒 − 8 7.90𝑒 − 9 3.47𝑒 − 8 1.20𝑒 − 9 8.43e − 9 2.21e − 9 0 0 +
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